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Marie  00:31 

Good day 

 

Martin  00:34 

Good day to you and welcome. We enjoyed your sessions our session with you yesterday 

today and would you like us to begin with questions today? 

 

Friends  00:52 

If you have any questions you may ask. 

 

Martin  00:59 

Well, the my question comes from my understanding of yesterday's session, it appears that 

whenever two humans interact, when they communicate with each other, either verbally or 

through some behavior, and one of them is is sending a message and one is receiving a 

message that sounds like this map in that process aspects are always brought into existence 

or activated in some way. Is this correct? 

 

Friends  01:35 

Yes, that is one way of looking at it. If you think of the exchange of energy, and think of the 

aspects as entities in this respect, and entities need energy to survive, aspects survive from 

mental energy. If you deprive them of attention, they cannot exist within your energy field. It is 

you could say the power drive when someone holds your attention, or you spend much time 

thinking of them and cannot think and do what you choose to do over and above the 

involuntary thoughts about a person, place or thing, then they are as it were, taking your 

energy, whether you are giving it freely or not. There is always the inner exchange of energies. 

And this is because of whatsoever you give your attention to that you support. Does that help 

you? 

 

Martin  03:02 

Well, it's Yes, it's making me aware that that one must be conscious all the time, then of where 

one's attention is to to control that process of placing one's attention very, very consciously. 

 

Friends  03:23 



It has been said in many philosophies, that one is selfish, if one focuses one's attention on 

one's own development. We have explained to you how many individuals get into the 

emotional bodies of other individuals through religions and through acts of believing that 

focusing on other people responsibilities, that they do not wish to have themselves. So they 

focus it on other people, other people accepting that then become imprisoned to them. Now, 

you see in the difficulty in speaking in this area, is because of the aspects that arise, Arise and 

say you have no feelings, you have no heart, and you have no love. This is where the true 

meaning of love and caring come in. And to allow yourself to be emotionally imprisoned with a 

another individual, a person, place or thing in that sense, believing that you're working for 

some ultimate cause, you say is very misleading. So when we speak in these areas, we run 

into difficulty with people thinking that we are saying or teaching you to become apathetic 

towards the needs of Have you have your brothers and sisters, and this is not what we're 

saying, there is a fine line between helping and assisting someone in their weakness. But 

people must reach a certain level of understanding before they grasp this, when they truly 

grasp that, they then will be able to help their brothers and sisters in many ways that would 

appear to individuals on the earth plane to be doing nothing. You say it is the non verbal 

healing it is the non verbal projections of knowingness that began to transfer between 

individuals when entities reach that level of beginning to understand, you see many individuals 

running about doing many external things. And if you look at them in their own private life, they 

do not have their energies together. We do not wish to get off in this, but to say that this is the 

way that it is. Whatsoever you focus your attention on, there is your support going of your 

consciousness, the aspects are entities, they exist on the earth plane, they have been fed and 

nourished by the consciousness of man being focused in that area, rather than observing and 

transiting through this world, that you call physical matter. They now need the life force, which 

they can only get as it flows through man. As the life force flows through man, he can give it to 

them and support them, which is perfectly alright or he can withdraw his support from them 

and focuses attention on expanding his consciousness. In other words, since the beginning of 

your history, written history, man has been trying to straighten out his brother, he has been 

trying to save the world, he has been trying to prove who God is, all of these things have 

existed. And as long as man focuses attention in this area, they will continue to exist, wars, 

sickness, poverty, exist because man focuses his attention on them, to fix them, and you say 

well, should man ignore them? You say, ironically enough, when they are not supported, and 

they will not exist. And when they are not supported those individuals who use these 

manipulative powers of being weak, are sick, to imprison others within their bounds, when it no 

longer works, they will cease and they will grow by the very act of not having the mental 

support of others to indulge their 

 

Friends  08:21 

we could say weaknesses we could say their entrapment by the aspects. However, the 

aspects do not entrap them, because at any time man can say no to them, that is where your 



freedom comes in of choice. You say, if you would look at the theory of astrology, it is said that 

the stars the vibrations from the heavens in pale men, that this is their theory that man is being 

bombarded by vibrational rates from the various planets that come in and cause him to act in 

certain ways when planets are in certain areas, and when vibrational rates are at certain 

places. Now, you say even if you believed in this, man's will can override this, they are saying 

in astrology that way that the aspect of energies of certain groups of characteristics at certain 

times affects certain people according to their birth date. And so they the astrologer will say at 

this particular time you will enter into this particular situation and certain things will occur. If that 

using that as a premise, you say even at that, if the aspect of nature overwhelms the individual 

at that time. The individual can see Still, though it might take some effort to fight off as it were, 

withdraw the attention from this overwhelming urge, enveloping an individual, you yourself, if 

you begin to feel depressed for no apparent reason, you can succumb to it, or you can 

withdraw and observe its activation on you. That would be then you're observing the physical 

body and the aspect of non energy elements then interacting with the physical body, you see 

the energies of the aspect and whether you call them in astrology coming from the planets, 

whether you call them bands of energy around the Earth, then influencing may in the physical 

body. Much as if you go outside, it's raining, your body will get wet, because the rain is there. 

But you say you can, in that sense, enter into a shelter from the rain, you can put clothing on or 

you can stand in the rain and be wet. The same thing occurs when one is overpowered by as 

spective energies such as the depression such as anger, when these arise, you can you see 

either stand there and be enveloped in it as you would in the rain, or you can seek shelter the 

shelter that you would seek there would be your mental ability to deliberately focus your 

attention through directing it to an aspect that you would choose, are through entering into the 

silence, but that is the workings of man and is the only way that he can develop his will, His will 

is developed by the withdrawing the actual fight with the aspects and the much of your 

literature it is that many wrestled with the angels asset or this is what they are speaking you 

say the aspects as we've tried to give you an idea of energy forms. The aspects that we speak 

of and that sense are angels, because they do serve you at the same time, they can imprison 

you, if you do not take responsibility for them and continually keep them in order. And the 

difficulty there would be bringing them into order at this point. Because of one's teachings and 

the state that the aspects are in when one begins one's development will determine how long it 

takes plus the ability of the individual to withdraw and to build a consciousness through the 

fight with the aspects in the non indulgence of these energies when they engulf them rather 

than coming to them. 

 

Friends  13:24 

It is a combination of many of your philosophical subjects and you can take any of your 

philosophical subjects any of your mystical or mysticism literature, such as astrology that row 

and you can link them in to the i d, that you are dealing with energies. The same as your 

physical body deals with physical energies, such as the wind, and the rain, the earthquakes, 



these this is your physical energies that are occurring and you are in that sense subject to their 

Wilms'. You have built buildings you have went underground, but in essence, you recognize 

within that you are still somewhat at the mercy of the four elements in their raw nature, when 

they when suddenly blows and destroys the physical plane that you are in. So then, when the 

energy of a negative aspect arises, it then can destroy the mental body, such as the wind 

destroying the physical body It is all symbolic. And if you begin to see, and all that you would 

come in contact with with any system, any literature or any theory, you would say that it was is 

the workings of the individual trying to put forth the idea that is impossible to put forth any other 

way. But by using the symbols of man, the to row is only the ancients way to see the aspect of 

theory is very ancient, and it is in many of your philosophies today, the aspect of qualities, that 

information was put in the tarot cards. Because at that particular time, there was the beginning 

the annihilation of such masters as taught that, because they won life system, the system was 

coming in they, believing the individual could not save themselves, but had to go and be saved 

by Savior. And so in order to preserve, in some form, this type of teachings of man being 

subject to many of the different aspects of qualities that had been developed and overwhelm 

him, on the earth plane was put into that system. And each of the cards represent aspect of it 

qualities, and each of the cards represent that same energy that is within each individual. And 

the interplay of the power struggle between these energies within the individual is constantly 

taking place, they are struggling as it were, for the attention of the individual. If you think of 

yourself as being the life force from where the energy flows, in order to free yourself, and think 

of these many energies in fighting, to have control of that energy fighting as it were, to be 

nourished by it, you say, and then you can see that were the voices inside yourself, begin 

conversations. One saying do this one say and do that, you say all of it links together. Now that 

same idea is projected outside yourself, with your brothers and sisters, any pleasure or pain 

that you're experiencing on the earth plane, you see is a reflection of what is taking place 

within yourself. As above as below as in as out, it goes back again to as we said, a matter of 

you create your own reality. Now that could be clarified to say that the aspects create your own 

reality until you take control of it yourself and began to create, as it were, began to see things 

differently, when you began to see things differently than in essence, maybe the term you 

create your you create your own reality will be a little more acceptable. 

 

Friends  18:26 

Rather, if you think of it, that the aspects are creating your reality at this time, and you have 

glimpses of possibilities, the aspects that do not allow you to enter into the altered state of 

consciousness is holding on to the reality of the earth plane in stabilizing it and continuing the 

belief that there is no other existence. You say? Yes, the same token if an aspect gets into the 

altered states of consciousness, and it is an aspect of which is the first way for man to be led 

out, that if he gets stuck in one aspect leading him into the altered states of consciousness, he 

can get stuck in that and then be as it were mad on the earth plane, you say the balance there, 

there must be within your being a development that sees the aspects of the earth plane and 



sees the aspects that began to lead you into the other world. You see as the aspects work and 

keep your automatic nervous system going, they think for you they provide many things for 

you. at this particular time, you do not have enough consciousness to reach the outer plains. 

So there by then your attention is given to focusing on aspects that are on the other side, 

which would be a going into the altered states of consciousness as you give your attention to 

these aspects, you're withdrawing your energy from the physical world, and you're giving them 

to these particular aspects, it is important that you continue to grow and that you still observe 

yourself in the altered states of consciousness at first, so that you do not become linked in on 

those aspects of energies that can lead you out of the physical can lead you to see the other 

beginnings of the other part of reality, but they you need their help at first, at the same, that 

you need the aspect to continue functioning your physical body, you say. So, you do need 

these aspects to help lead you out. But you do not want them to become automatic, as the 

aspects on the earth plane have become automatic, then you will get stuck in a place in an 

altered state of consciousness, just as you are stuck in the consciousness of physical world 

reality with the brain. 

 

Martin  21:16 

Yes, this is a very exciting topic for me, and it feels important for us. To know as much to 

understand the ideas as well as possible. A bit earlier here you used an expression about 

observing ourselves in the body, observing the body and our reaction with aspect of energy. I 

am unable to observe my body without the use of a mirror that is in the sense of being unable 

to see myself from the back or to see my face. Were you speaking of that kind of seeing or a 

different kind of seeing? 

 

Friends  22:00 

We were speaking of entering into your silence and observing your body with no concepts, we 

spoke of experiencing with no concepts and the illustration that was given yesterday. If you 

enter in and observe your body, it will first occur to us feelings. If you do not place, word 

concepts on them, such as tingling, feeling, moving, vibrating, but go in with that complete zero 

ness. You will suddenly become aware that within each of your cells, there is a consciousness. 

You can reclaim that consciousness. When you reclaim that consciousness, it will not be with a 

concept. Perhaps at first there will not even be any recognition that anything has happened. 

Because it will not be part of your being in the verbal in the concept in the association. It is 

when you can grasp and require a game, that consciousness with no association to the 

physical world reality. That is when there will be great leaps in your consciousness and in the 

releasing of your identity, with your you and with your body as this occurs, and the reclaiming 

of the multitude of fragments of your consciousness that supports every cell within your body. 

As you do this, there will be then the reclaiming of consciousness. There will be the releasing 

of the aspect of energies. This is one way to do it. The other way that people work is through 

the concepts of the aspects. When individuals speak it is a great releasing when the asked 



Acts express themselves, it is the feelings it is the energy, it is the conscious energy that it has 

accumulated within the energy field of the individual, and is actually residing within the cells. 

This is where your disease comes in. Now, the psychology of it is a very good way to work with 

it, we told you earlier that it is not necessary for all individuals to enter into altered states of 

consciousness, and to have their aspects speak and take on personalities. If they do it is good, 

then to have them express themselves to continue to grow for the individual consciousness is 

observing this verbalization of the aspects. However, because of the differences in each 

individual's this would not be proper for some, for some individuals, that were the energy is 

grouped in feelings of a different sort, rather than in the actual verbalization of concepts. The 

individual then will enter into altered states and will experience various feelings and 

sensations. Now, you see, the positive act of your booth is the expression they're bringing to 

consciousness through the verbalization 

 

Friends  26:51 

that which would be the negative side of it would be that individuals who are experiencing 

through the non verbal communication with them their bodies with their energies, they need to 

express this being in contact with the monitor, then, to some degree minimizes the effect that 

the individual could have by having the non verbal experience and by not having to bring that 

into the Association of the verbal at this particular time, that you say then they grow the 

energies and workings taking place on a psychological and a healing within the individual 

would be there and would it's evidence so far as your self is concerned, and the lab would not 

be visible until a later time you say much that you have done in the lab with many individuals 

that appear to be of no use, there indeed was great benefit done through the entering into the 

altered state of consciousness. Again, you have been told in many sessions from many 

sources, that no session is useless, there is always something taking place there. But to 

answer your question, the first thing that one can do to observe oneself is to try to understand 

what ways that one is in communication with oneself. Now, one way that one can grow is to do 

that, which you really do not want to do, whatsoever your aspects are telling you not to do, do 

it if your aspects are telling you that you need to do go in a certain way and you can then 

change it and go in another direction. We would say to you personally if we may, which we do 

not give a personal readings. But because we have spoken to you in so many sessions. We 

suggest that you enter again into the booth. We asked you to only look at those thoughts that 

are telling you that you can do it. verbally and with yourself, we say that there is progress 

made here. But we say to you, that if you would do now, what your aspects are telling you not 

to do. Now, if your aspects are giving you everything that you need, if you have no questions to 

be answered, if you are fully understood everything that you seek, and your aspects say to 

you, you do not have to go into the booth, then indeed a pay attention to them. However, if 

your life if your desires, if your knowledge and wisdom is not correct, and you're going on a 

certain road, then change that road and listen to the voices that are telling you you are doing it 

right. And the outside sources are not giving you the right information to make you understand. 



We do hope that you have will take this in the way that it is given and be an exception to our 

giving personal suggestions. 

 

Martin  31:18 

Yes, I do know, without any doubt at all, that you will allow me to do whatever I wish to do 

without any criticism or judgment one way or the other. I think this is where you're coming from 

as I have understood the way you relate to others in the term that we the concept we you have 

received from you of allowing all things to be as they are. And in knowing that about you I 

certainly will listen to the words you have said to me, and I appreciate them very much. 

 

Friends  32:00 

Do you have any other questions? Well, in this area 

 

Martin  32:03 

of learning, I know questions will arise. And I know that you will speak to us at another time. 

You've given me an awful lot to think about in this session, even before you made the last 

suggestion about going in the move. And everything about this session, I know will bring 

certain questions to my mind, but I want them to be very, very pertinent and relevant. I don't 

have a question at this moment. Do you have something to summarize or something additional 

to give to us 

 

Friends  32:51 

we will speak to you later. The subject of aspects which is the purpose for coming into the 

earth plane is beginning to be grasped and understood in a way that would be beneficial to 

balance out for as any words are given and become part of the physical plane, they 

automatically take on the two qualities, because it is the world to which they are in all beings 

that enter in and bring forth ideas know that in that entrance. That truth which they carry, 

automatically will be divided as it comes into the earth plane. That truth then becomes very 

difficult to try to hold it in the balance to try to show without criticism to try to show without 

judgments. To try to speak in a balanced without saying good or bad or positive or negative. 

To enter into the two worlds and hold one's polarity in the center is quite difficult. We 

understand this. And we understand that as we give the information it becomes divided. We 

understand And also that that which issue is in the center and that first receives the information 

before it becomes divided and becomes analyzed. And so, it passes through that center first 

and even though very quickly it is pulled in and divided you always then have the opportunity 

to enter back into the center and see the true meanings. Then well you hear all of your 

brother's words all of their acts and actions you will see from the center and will no longer be in 

the pool of justification are we know how there is pain within the human being when it sees 

pain and sorrow, death and illness, but we also know that when you begin to look in the center 

you will no longer see that you will no longer see that what you call good or bad, you will no 



longer see ill health because on your birth plan you have never seen perfect health. And when 

this is known to you and you get in the center, you will know that life and the flowing of the 

energies and the inner exchange or the energy on the earth plane is but that an inner 

exchange and as the inner exchange occurs, you call it death and you will see that this is not 

so and many of the problems much of the hurt as it begins to be alleviated. That energy will go 

towards understanding it will be if you so desire. If you continue to focus in your time space, 

the regaining of one fragment of your consciousness is a great achievement. Thank you and 

good day. 

 

Martin  37:54 

Oh, thank you and good day to you. Okay, Marie, are you all right? 

 

Marie  38:17 

Yes. 

 

Martin  38:18 

Are you ready for a counting down with me? Or do you want to stay there? 1110 9988776 

 

Marie  38:43 

sets 

 

Martin  38:47 

were for 

 

38:50 

re three to two 

 

Martin  38:56 

and time from Michael. 

 

38:58 

Okay. 

 

Martin  39:01 

Okay, 


